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documents in the blockchain. Thanks to the security of the blockchain, diplomas, certificates, and various 
documents can be issued in NFT format, potentially helping to eliminate the risk of forgery. 
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The paper examines in detail the impact of technology on sports. It also shows how many different technologies are currently 
used in sports. 

We live in the 21st century-the age of information technology. And of course, technology could not 
bypass sports. It seems to me that every person who loves sports has asked such questions: «Was it there 
a goal? », «Who came first? » or «Was it offside» and others. Technologies help answer these questions. 

We will start with the most popular sport. In my opinion, it is football. Recently, the European Football 
Championship 2021 was held, where a lot of modern technologies were used. Let's take a look at a some 
of them. Video Assistant Referee, or abbreviated VAR, is one of the most useful technology in football. This 
is a video assistance system for referees, allowing them to make the right decisions in controversial 
moments of the match. How does it function? There are a lot of cameras installed on the football field, 
information from which enters a special room. A team of referees in a special room watches the events 
taking place on the field from the cameras and helps the chief referee in making decisions. Communication 
between them is carried out using an earphone and a microphone. 

We can not also forget about goal-line technology, abbreviated GLT. The most popular goal–taking 
technologies are GoalRef and Hawk-Eye. They are arranged in different ways. The GoalRef system is 
based on the principle of electromagnetic induction: sensors that create a magnetic field are installed in the 
goal posts. When the ball crosses the goal line, the chip starts making a sound, and a special clock on the 
referee's hands transmits a signal about a goal scored. The second one is based on the image from a lot 
of cameras that are installed in the stadium and constantly reproduce everything that happens in the penalty 
area [1]. 

Now move from football to sports, where the main goal is to reach the finish line first. Here, the most 
useful technology is a photo finish. Photo finish is a system for determining the order of crossing the finish 
line by the participants of the competition, which gives an image that can be viewed repeatedly in the future.  

Many people think that a photo finish and an ordinary photo are the same thing, but this is not the 
case. The difference between photo finish cameras and conventional cameras is that cameras use only 
one vertical row of pixels for shooting. That is, only the finish line gets into the camera's field of view, and 
the camera does not record the space around the finish line. Also important is the speed of fixing the finish 
lines, which reaches 20,000 lines per second! Such a high speed is necessary for high-speed sports, for 
example, in auto racing or motorsport. For athletics, cameras up to 6,000 lines per second are used. The 
final image of the photo finish is not a static image, but a dynamic series of finish lines, each part of which 
has its own timestamp. It is thanks to this feature that we are able to assign a very accurate result to each 
athlete [2].  

Therefore, I considered the technologies used right during the competition, but in order to achieve a 
result, an athlete must train very hard and modern technologies help him. There are many different sensors 
and trackers that help monitor the athlete's condition during training. An example of the use of modern 
technologies in a football player's inventory is the Adidas miCoach Smart Ball. This ball helps in practicing 
the technique of strikes and power, in improving the accuracy of bends and gears. Sensors are installed 
inside the ball that determine all of the above parameters. 

There are also technologies that help athletes train, for example, ski simulators such as 
SkyTechSport Sochi Simulator. This is a development that combined professional sports and video games. 
A ski simulator that uses GPS data and 3D virtual reality glasses accurately conveys the feeling of passing 
a real track. 

There is also a large amount of technology for fans. For example, VR is a technology that allows you 
to immerse yourself in virtual reality while watching a game. This technology is available to fans who have 
the ability to control the camera, track the nuances of the game from a different angle. 
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Now there are many different developments for various sports that will raise the quality of refereeing 
and enhance the perception of sports in the future. 

In the paper, I considered the use of information technology in sports.  Of course, in recent years, 
the informatization of society is gaining new scales every day. The most important thing is that today, with 
the use of the most modern information technologies, the training of professional athletes and qualified 
specialists does not cause difficulties. 
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This paper presents issues of decision-making problem. The technical and economic evaluation of solution is bounded by the 
subjective constraints. DSSs was planned to be an accessory for managers. Decision support systems could provide the means 
to the employee by quantitatively supporting managerial decisions that could otherwise be based on experience. It will require 
the inclusion of an intellectual knowledge base to quantify the impact of technical and subjective constraints. 

Decision Support Systems (DSSs) are artificial intelligence systems designed for solving a loosely 
structured problem, providing alternative solutions, which can be chosen by specialists. DSSs consist of 
three main components: the first is a language system. It provides the process of formulating the problem 
by a decision-maker and managing the process with language tools. Also there are a database and a 
knowledge base. This basis contain information about the problem domain and a problem processing 
system that includes a set of necessary tools. The process of solving a problem using DSSs includes 
formulating the tasks, selecting the criteria and sub-criteria for analysing the problem and forming a criteria 
tree. To evaluate the criteria or sub-criteria on a point scale is also important. Determining the criteria 
importance, evaluating and ranking the alternatives, obtaining a solution of the problem must be included 
in this process. DSSs are designed to assist a manager to use this knowledge and models in making 
decisions [1]. 

Currently, DSSs are automated systems that use not only production models but decision-making 
models as well. These models provide users with efficient access to distributed databases and present 
different ways of displaying information. DSSs are divided into two classes: Executive Information System 
(EIS) for a top-level management and Decision Support System (DSSs) for a middle-level management. 
The purpose of implementing DSSs is the information support of operational capabilities and providing 
certain conditions for the staff. This approach helps make informed decisions concerning strategic and 
tactical goals. The main financial DSSs tasks include analysing and forecasting business trends and market 
conditions, planning business and managing its development. Therefore, the following sets of the tasks 
must be solved. They are estimation of financial enterprise state and planning its development. Besides, 
analysis of production state, clients service, allied organizations and employees of branch network should 
be taken into consideration as well [2].  Analysis and forecasting of monetary circulation and individual 
markets, credit state and financial system must be solved too. 

A logical inference machine generates a sequence of rules that leads to a problem solution using a 
data source of working memory. Knowledge acquisition component automates the process of filling the 
system with knowledge. The source of this knowledge is presented by an expert or a group of them. An 
explanatory component explains how a system obtains a solution and what information is used in this 
process. It increases user's confidence in the obtained result. A dialogue component is focused on 
organising a communication with the user during this process. A database is designed to store raw and 
intermediate task data. Databank is an automated information system for centralised storage and data 
sharing. It consists of one or more databases, a database directory, management system, a query library 
and application programs [3]. 

Artificial intelligence systems like Expert Systems (ESs) and Decision Support Systems are used to 
solve unstructured problems such as selection, classification, ranking, synthesis and complex multi-criteria 
problems. Expert System is a computer program that can replace an expert in solving a problem. The ES 
analyses the situation and gives recommendations for solving the problem. Expert System is an artificial 
intelligence system that includes a knowledge base with a set of rules and inference mechanisms. Based 
on these rules and facts, DSSs identify a situation, formulate a decision or give recommendations for 


